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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Washington Farm Forestry Association’s (WFFA) Alternate Plan (AP) Template proposal initiation 1, (PI )
for Western Washington was accepted by the Forest Practices Board (FPB) in February of 2015 for
review and recommendations by the Adaptive Management Program (AMP) later that same year.
However, after 7.5 years, Policy was unable to reach consensus on either the prescriptions or the four
buffer width proposals in the PI. This report to the Forest Practices Board is to aid their decision on
which, if any, of these proposed buffer widths are appropriate for Alternate Plan (AP) Templates
available only to small forest landowners (SFLO) in accordance with both RCW and WAC requirements
for “. . . alternate harvest restrictions on smaller harvest units that may have a relatively low impact on
aquatic resources.”
This document, including links to relevant scientific documents and four appendices developed as part
of the multi-year process, summarizes the arduous effort involved in bringing forth this
recommendation for your consideration. As such, it will serve as a full record of the process from the
SFLO caucus perspective. Relevant details for your decision can be found in this executive summary,
with full details included in the synthesis, additional template criteria, AMP process recommendations,
and appendices attached herein.
Part of the challenge is that there is a lack of clarity regarding the Legislative and FPB intent in the
RCW/WAC regarding the meaning of “relatively low impact” and the “equal in overall effectiveness”
portion of the AP Approval Standard. The issue of ‘relatively low impact’ is the subject of another PI and
recently resolved dispute resolution that is coming to the Board with a consensus recommendation.
With respect to “equal in overall effectiveness”, two scientific analyses and a review were conducted to
determine the potential impact to the resource, including the scientific analysis undertaken by WFFA
prior to submission of the AP Template proposal. In both cases, assessments of relative effectiveness
relied on the scientific principle included in Section 21 of the Board Manual (BM) guidance for alternate
plan development on cumulative effectiveness. Figure 1, excerpted from Section 21 of the Board
Manual, shows the cumulative effectiveness of forest retention in meeting various riparian functions as
a function of distance from the stream. For each function there is a characteristic sigmoidal curve, with
each additional foot of forest cover at the outer edge of the buffer yielding less and less cumulative
effectiveness in a classic example of the law of diminishing returns. Each function reaches its maximum
value at different buffer width distances, with the furthest distances required for shade and large woody
debris (LWD).

1

see also the simplified version in Appendix A
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Figure 1: FEMAT curve from Section 21 of Board Manual.

For the scientific analyses conducted during this process, shade and LWD functions were analyzed under
the assumption that if overall effectiveness was met for these criteria, then the other riparian functional
needs would also be met. Detailed comparisons of these studies were reported in 2019 (Appendix B)
and synthesized individually, along with SFLO policy recommendations, in the Synthesis of
Recommendations for Each Proposed Template Buffer Width section of this report.
To summarize those findings, we provide succinct comparisons between these studies and the current
Forest Practices Rules (Rule) below for the four proposed buffer widths in the WFFA PI, for LWD only.
We use LWD as it is the function that attains near maximum values furthest from the stream (per curves
in Figure 1) therefore capturing the highest likely impact of AP proposals. In Figure 2 we compare the
effectiveness of the two scientific studies to the current rule for a 75’ buffer on streams greater than 15’
and a 50’ buffer on streams between 5 and 15’. In Figure 3 we compare the effectiveness of the two
scientific studies to the current rule for a 25’ buffer on fish bearing streams less than 5’ and a 25’ full
length partially managed buffer on Np streams. In both Figure 2 and Figure 3 blue bars represent the
relative effectiveness at meeting riparian functions under the current rule with and without thinning as
allowed. Red bars represent relative effectiveness of the WFFA PI science assessment (Martin), and
green bars represent relative effectiveness of an independent scientific analysis of the proposed widths
commissioned by the AMP (Cramer/Teply), and completed consistent with TFW processes, including
Independent Scientific Peer Review (ISPR).
For the 75’ and 50’ buffer proposals (Figure 2) the differences in relative effectiveness between the
studies and the rule are well within the margin of error, so we are confident in asserting that for these
conditions, the buffer widths are equal in overall effectiveness to the rule for the riparian function most
likely to be impacted by the proposed prescriptions. For the 25’ buffer on fish streams (Figure 3), the
difference in relative effective between the studies and the rule suggest that the proposal would not be
equal in overall effectiveness. For the 25’ buffer on non-fish (Np) streams (Figure 3), the difference in
relative effective between the studies and the rule suggest that the proposal would exceed the overall
effectiveness of the current rule.
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75’ S/F

50’ F

Figure 2: Relative Effectiveness of Prescriptions as Compared to the Forest and Fish Rules for maintaining LWD
function with 75’ and 50’ buffers.

25’ F

25’ Np

Figure 3: Relative Effectiveness of Prescriptions as Compared to the Forest and Fish Rules for maintaining LWD
function with 25’ buffers on Fish and Non-fish (Np) streams.

The Martin and Cramer/Teply scientific assessments utilized and referenced extensive peer reviewed
science pertinent to the riparian conditions of the PNW (see Appendix B: Science Comparison from July
31, 2019) but applied different methods to arrive at their conclusions. Taken together these outcomes
suggest that there is preponderance of proof that these relative effectiveness values are attainable
should these template proposals be implemented. Neither the Martin study included in the 2015 WFFA
proposal, nor the Cramer/Teply study considered the relatively “smaller harvest units” referenced
within the RCW/WAC. Had the inherent smallness of typical SFLO harvests been considered we are
confident the “relative effectiveness” tables would have shown even less risk than presumed in the
relative effectiveness tables provided above. Regardless, SFLO are willing to support some harvest
size/reach limits not in their original proposal to further insure “smaller harvest units” consistent with
legislative intent, thereby ensuring little to no additional resource risks relative to current rule
prescriptions.
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Based on these scientific studies and discussions on ‘relatively low impact’ the SFLO Caucus
recommends that the Forest Practices Board:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Approve a template buffer width of 75’ Variable for S/F Waters >15’ BFW for Small Forest
Landowners.
Approve a template buffer width of 50’ Variable for F Waters 5’- 15’ BFW for Small Forest
Landowners.
Table (or Reject) the proposed template buffer width of 25’ Fixed for F Waters <5’ BFW for Small
Forest Landowners.
Approve a template buffer width of 30’ fixed full length for all Np Waters for Small Forest
Landowners. The change from 25’to 30’ fixed full length buffer is explained in the Synthesis of
Recommendations for Each Proposed Template Buffer Width section for 25’ Np
recommendations.
Direct DNR to add the 75’ F, the 50’ F and the 30’ Np template prescriptions to BM21 as quickly
as possible so it can be used while further management options are under review, and
Direct TFW Policy to return with their “variable width” sideboards, and additional management
recommendations that focus on user friendly outcome-based low impact prescriptions intended
to facilitate long term Desired Future Condition/Outcome for fish bearing streams by no later
than a year after this approval.
Direct Policy to make recommendations regarding a potential change to a 50’ managed Np
template prescription and/or other potential changes resulting from subsequent Np rule making
decisions by no later than a year after this approval. Any such future Np management options
should focus on user friendly outcome-based low impact prescriptions intended to facilitate
long term Desired Future Condition/Outcome. User friendly options should consider
simplification options such as eliminating (for SFLOs) “intermittent dry portions”, and the
potential of using the same buffer width prescription for smaller Fish stream and Np Waters.

Given the simplicity and relative agreement between the scientific analyses, the amount of time it has
taken to bring this report back to the FPB reflects poorly on the adaptive management process. The
inconsistent administration of the process by the three different Adaptive Management Program
administrators (AMPA) over the past 7+ years resulted in a series of repeated processes, none of which
effectively advanced the PI in any meaningful way. The PI process itself appears to require some
clarification. It appears some caucuses understand the RCW/WAC to say that the PI process is available
to present an idea for a CMER or Policy project, or to review independent study results or proposals
relevant to the AMP. Others believe the PI process can only be used for an idea for a project to be
evaluated, and if accepted, developed/implemented by the AMP. Our observations of the process
suggest that some caucuses would prefer the PI process not be available to landowners, yet at other
times an idea can be proposed for rulemaking without even entering the process (e.g., AFF). These
issues need to be resolved or the PI process will never function effectively, and we will continue to have
ongoing conflict such as we have experienced these past 7.5 years. Unfortunately, we have also
observed a systemic bias in the program wherein it is presumed that the current rules are insufficient,
and efforts to expand them should be the only focus of the AMP. These shortcomings also must be
addressed as part of AMP improvement process, both in the program, as well as in conjunction with the
broader Principal’s conversation. Failure to do so will only result in continued conflict over minor
changes to processes and board manual updates such as those proposed in the 2015 Western
Washington Alternate Plan Template Proposal Initiation.
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SYNTHESIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EACH PROPOSED TEMPLATE BUFFER
WIDTH
The Cramer/Teply science review was sponsored by/is the only AMP review product. It has been peer
reviewed by the same ISPR process used for CMER studies. After several years of review process the
WFFA (Martin) and the Cramer/Teply relative effectiveness conclusions were similar on most
prescriptions and functions. The Martin and Cramer/Teply studies used different approaches (and
studies in some instances) to reach the same or similar conclusions, particularly regarding shade,
suggesting high scientific agreement and confidence regarding their findings. Their full reports and the
ISPR review are available in these links:
•
•
•
•

Alternate Plan (AP) Template proposal initiation,
Cramer Fish Sciences /Teply Report,
ISPR cover letter
ISPR report

WFFA summarized the gist of these processes and findings in Appendix B. The following brief
comments, table excerpts, and graphical representations are intended to help your understanding:
1. 75’ Variable for S/F Waters >15’ BFW

•

The 75’ buffer width proposal for BFW >
15’ is as effective protecting Large
Woody Debris (LWD) as current Forest
Practices Rule (Rule) prescriptions. LWD
estimates are 2% less than Rule’s “packn-whack”, and 2% more than Rule’s
thinning option in both science reviews.
Neither difference is statistically
significant in view of the variability
among the evaluated published reports.
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•

The 75’ proposed buffer width for
BFW > 15’ is nearly as effective at
protecting Shade as our current
Forest Practices Rule (Rule)
prescriptions. The scientists shade
conclusions differed a little but still
+6 to -5% than Rule’s “pack-nwhack” or FPR’s thinning option,
consistent with the observation that
the response curve is nearly flat at
distances approaching one tree
height from the stream bank (see
Figure 1). Neither difference is
statistically significant in view of the
variability among evaluated
published reports.

•

The other functions are similarly equivalent to FPR when taking a deeper dive into the relative
effectiveness tables created by the scientists for this buffer width.
The LWD & Shade function differences are shown in table format in Appendix B.

•

The Alternate Plan Guidance in Board Manual (BM) 21 indicates the following “Areas of Influence”:
Shade up to 75’ from BFW; Stream Bank Stability up to ½ the average crown diameter of the dominant
conifer closest to the BFW; Sediment Filtering are usually within 30’ of BFW; Nutrients and Leaf Litter
Fall is the maximum distance that leaf litter could be expected to reach the stream. Woody Debris
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Availability and Recruitment is the only function BM21 suggests might be affected with a 75’ buffer.
However, the above science reviews conclude a 75’ buffer is functionally equivalent to both FPR rule
prescriptions (packing or thinning). To the extent there is a site-specific LWD concern, our template
proposal anticipates/welcomes a directional falling or tipping strategy, similar to what’s in the
Overstocked Stand Template (see Elements pages 13-16). The goal is to provide more user-friendly
processes to encourage landowners to create the desired structure and pooling benefits sooner than
what would occur with natural processes.
WAC 222-12-040 deals with Alternate Plans, with a focus on SFLOs. WAC 222-12-0403 (3) creates
“Template” prescription options for SFLOs only based on several potential situations or strategies.
Although the original primary intent was for “. . . common situations that are repeatedly addressed in
alternate plans . . .” no templates have been created based on that particular situation, in large part
because Full/Complex Alternate Plans are intimidating for SFLOs. Relatively few Complex Alternate
Plans have been tried over the years except for hardwood conversion/conifer restoration efforts that
could be considered “repeatedly addressed in alternate plans”.
While waiting on the various science reviews, Policy (with substantial help from the SFL Office
Administrator) conducted an exhaustive review of those SFLO Complex Alternate Plans. WFFA created a
summary (Appendix D) of this data and included the findings of a previous multi-stakeholder field survey
results of a large sample of these same SFLO Alternate Plans that found:
•
•

On streams larger than 15’ BFW the average “No Cut Buffers” was 50.7’ on 54 data points - far
narrower than this template proposal.
The Qualitative Score from the Galleher 2008 Field Data and Assessment showed consistently
high scores on the RMZ functions as well as identifying some correctable reforestation issues.
The two critical functions driving our RMZ rule widths (Shade and LWD) all scored very high.
Reviews were conducted by multi-caucus field professionals and their functional scoring was
unanimous for each site/function.

This WFFA Template prescription included a request for some sort of variability on the buffer width that
would still have to average 75’. There have been generally positive discussions on this variability
concept to further provide tailored site-specific protections in the “experimental workgroup” and the
precursor “elements” (Page 1 of “elements” ) meetings; in prior template efforts; and we find variable
width options in rules (Eastern Washington Eastside 20-acre exempt, Wetland Management Zones, and
Marble Murrelet rules). A variation of -25’ or +50’ has been discussed in Policy but no conclusive
decisions made. The FPB could address/adopt variability limits in this buffer width process, or direct
recommendations from the subsequent Policy discussions regarding proposed management options
within approved buffer widths. It would help the subsequent management option discussions in Policy if
the FPB at least indicated support for a “variable” concept to better match site-specific topographic
and/or stand conditions.
Conclusion/Recommendation:
We find a 75’ Buffer Width on S/F Waters >15’ BFW to be equal in overall effectiveness to the current
rules; effectively within the BM21 Areas of Influence; and far wider than prior approved SFLO Alternate
Plan averages for >15’ BFW streams. We don’t see any justification for any harvest size/stream reach
limits for this prescription in the science reviews. We also note that inherently smaller SFLO harvest
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units/stream reaches provide additional protections not factored into the science reviews. Unusual
potential higher risk sites can/will be identified via a checklist format in the template application, and/or
by the additional ID Team review process required of all Alternate Plans.
We recommend the FPB approve a template buffer width of 75’ Variable for S/F Waters >15’ BFW for
Small Forest Landowners. We further recommend the FPB direct:
•
•

DNR to add this template prescription to BM21 as quickly as possible so it can be used while
further management options are under review, and
Policy to return with their “variable width” sideboards, and additional management
recommendations that focus on user friendly outcome-based low impact prescriptions intended
to facilitate long term Desired Future Condition/Outcome by no later than a year after this
approval.

2. 50’ Variable for F Waters 5’-15’ BFW
The WFFA proposal and the science reviews recognized the importance of different site-specific stream
widths on functionality – confirming SFLO beliefs that smaller streams can function equally with smaller
buffers. This basic understanding is further confirmed by: a) the Departments functional analysis
document “DNR assessment of Exempt 20-acre RMZs 2004” report to the Federal Services supporting
58’ and 29’ aggressively managed buffers for the smaller streams on typical SFLO harvest unit sizes; and
b) current FPR rules that additionally recognize functional differences for <10’ streams. Stream width is
a key “site-specific physical feature” that invites tailored prescriptions protecting functions far better
than one-size-fits-all. The following brief comments, table excerpts, and graphical representations are
intended to help your understanding:
•

This proposed buffer width for BFW 5-15’
streams is shown to be very nearly the same
effectiveness (2 to 6% loss) at protecting Large
Woody Debris (LWD) as our current Forest
Practices Rule (Rule) prescriptions. This small
potential loss is not deemed statistically
significant. Our confidence in the results of the
Martin and Cramer/Teply reports derives from
the fact that they are based on dozens of
independently reviewed and published studies,
covering a wide range of climate conditions and
landscapes.
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•

This buffer width for BFW 5-15’ is also shown
to be very nearly the same effectiveness (up to
8% loss) protecting Shade relative to current
rules. We posit that this science review finding
is not significant for two reasons. First, typical
SFLO harvests are small and occur across
dispersed/disconnected ownerships. Second,
to the extent temperature impacts occur on
smaller harvests, temperature studies,
including the Type N CMER studies, show that
stream temperatures recover at short
distances downstream from timber harvest
units. We anticipate that the FPB could
include harvest unit sizes/stream reach limits
in the template buffer width determinations to
attain equal in overall effectiveness.

•

The other functions are similarly equivalent to FPR when taking a deeper dive into the relative
effectiveness tables created by the scientists for this buffer width.
The LWD & Shade function differences are shown in table format in Appendix B.

•

The Alternate Plan Guidance in Board Manual (BM) 21 “Areas of Influence” were referenced in the 75’
buffer width discussion. Shade, and Woody Debris Availability and Recruitment are the only functions
BM21 suggests might be affected with a 50’ buffer. Shade is mitigated by the lesser needs of a smaller
stream and the smallness of typical (or limited) harvest sizes and/or stream reach limits. To the extent
there is a site-specific LWD concern our template proposal anticipates/welcomes a directional falling or
tipping strategy as indicated above in the 75’ buffer width discussion.
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The WAC on Templates are for situations, strategies, and/or common situations that are repeatedly
addressed in alternate plans. Based on an exhaustive review of those SFLO Complex Alternate Plans
(Appendix D) and the findings of a previous multi-stakeholder field survey results of a large sample of
these same SFLO Alternate Plans that found:
•
•

On streams 5-15’ BFW the average “No Cut Buffers” was 41.8’ on 92 data points - narrower than
this template proposal.
The Qualitative Score from the Galleher 2008 Field Data and Assessment showed consistently
high scores on the RMZ functions as well as identifying some correctable reforestation issues.
The two critical functions driving our RMZ rule widths (Shade and LWD) all scored very high.
Reviews were conducted by multi-caucus field professionals and their functional scoring was
unanimous for each site/function.

This WFFA Template prescription included a request for some sort of variability on the buffer width that
would still have to average 50’. See also the variable width discussion above on 75’ buffer width. It
would help the subsequent management option discussions in Policy if the FPB indicated support for a
“variable” concept to better match site-specific topographic or stand conditions.
SFLOs consistently struggle with the idea that they need to provide wide buffers on short stretches of
seasonally dry Fish streams since shade is to keep water cool and there is no water during the part of
the year when it matters. While not science reviewed, the SFLO Caucus would appreciate FPB members
asking TFW Policy to consider including all Seasonal Fish Waters in this 50’ buffer intended for smaller
streams.
Conclusion/Recommendation:
We find a 50’ Buffer Width on F Waters 5’>15’ BFW to be equal in overall effectiveness to the current
rules especially when considering the smallness of SFLO harvests, and additional limitations not
considered in the science reviews. These added stream reach and/or harvest size limitations would
ensure effectively being within BM21 Areas of Influence; and wider than prior approved SFLO Alternate
Plan averages for 5’-15’ BFW streams. We believe a LWD placement option, and a harvest unit limitation
of 20 acres and/or a stream reach limit the length of the long side of a 20-acre parcel would ensure
meeting the Alternate Plan Approval Standard. WFFA strongly believes the breakpoint between large
and smaller streams should be 15’ but could reluctantly live with a break at 10’ and smaller as is done in
current rules. Unusual potential higher risk sites can/will be identified via a checklist format in the
template application, and/or by the additional ID Team review process required of all Alternate Plans.
We recommend the FPB approve a template buffer width of 50’ Variable for F Waters 5’- 15’ BFW for
Small Forest Landowners. We further recommend the FPB direct:
•
•

DNR to add this template prescription to BM21 as quickly as possible so it can be used while
further management options are under review, and
Policy to return with their “variable width” sideboards, and additional management
recommendations (including for Seasonal Fish Streams) that focus on user friendly outcomebased low impact prescriptions intended to facilitate long term Desired Future
Condition/Outcome by no later than a year after this approval.
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3. 25' Fixed on F Waters <5’ BFW
The efficacy of the Cramer/Teply science reviews was discussed, linked, and summarized (Appendix B)
above. The following brief comments, table excerpts, and graphical representations are intended to
help your understanding:
•

The Martin and Cramer/Teply reviews indicate
Large Woody Debris (LWD) functional
effectiveness could/would be negatively
impacted by this buffer width when compared
to current Rules.

•

This buffer width results in a moderate risk of
functional loss of Shade compared to current
Rules.
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These functional losses are quantified in this excerpt from Appendix B

Conclusion/Recommendation:
•
•
•
•

There are few studies that provide the science confidence levels of the 75’ and 50’ template
proposals.
The Exempt 20-acre rules have similar buffer widths, but are deemed “relatively low impact”
based on this 2004 DNR report to the Federal Services.
SFLOs intuitively believe their own eyes when looking at these very small streams where the
brush, banks, and a few trees make the stream hard to even see. Therefore, they are skeptical
that the indiscriminately wide buffers are necessary to maintain full function.
There are a few SFLO alternate plans approved for 25’ buffers but we suspect those are for
special site-specific rehabilitation reasons, and/or for landowners who have achieved high levels
of confidence and trust with DNR Foresters and ID Team members – likely further suggesting
this prescription is not yet ready for the presumptive approval inferred with a template.

Given the scientific uncertainty associated with this prescription we recommend the FPB (Table or
Reject) the proposed template buffer width of 25’ Fixed for F Waters <5’ BFW for Small Forest
Landowners.
3. 25' Fixed Full Length on all Np Waters
The efficacy of the Cramer/Teply science reviews was discussed, linked, and summarized (Appendix B) in
the opening of the 75’ Buffer width discussion. This Rule buffer prescription is very complex for SFLOs to
understand and implement. It is also difficult to evaluate from a scientific perspective as it is necessary
to compare no touch buffers for 50% of the stream reach (Rule) to smaller, partially managed buffers on
two different groups of stream widths for the full length of the stream reach.
•

Although complex from a science review standpoint, the WFFA PI proposal is simple from a
landowner application standpoint. In terms of the number of trees retained, a 25’ buffer for 100%
of the stream length would be equivalent to the current rule that requires a 50’ buffer for essentially
50% of the stream length.
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•

•

The science reviews did reveal a significant “net gain” (not loss) in functionality (particularly
shade) where the lost functionality of going from 50’ to 25’ in parts of the stream was more than
offset by huge gains in functionality in the parts of the stream where the buffer went from 0’ to
25’, even with significant overstory management of these smaller 25’ Np buffers.

This 25’ full length template proposal clearly meets, and in fact exceeds the equal in overall
effectiveness portions of the AP Approval Standard.

Excerpt from Appendix B
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During the AMP review of our 2015 Proposal, CMER released findings from the Hardrock studies. These
findings were considered in the ISPR review of the Cramer/Teply relative effectiveness tables here and
in the Fish proposals above. Policy has been unable to agree on the net gain in functionality when
following the AP Approval Standards requirement to consider overall effectiveness relative to the
current rules because of the Hardrock findings. While these rules may change in the future after
exhaustive CR101 and CR102 processes, we submit that there is an opportunity for a net gain in
resource protection now by implementing this change as part of an Alternate Plan Template in Board
Manual guidance. Board Manual updates can be updated simply once additional data and final decisions
on Np buffers are determined.
There is immense confusion pertaining to “Non-Fish/Perennial” (Np Waters) definitions that include
parts of the stream reach that aren’t year round flowing water. Even if there is some
technical/functional logic requiring protections of “Perennial” streams that don’t have summer water
(“intermittent dry portions”) our WFFA proposal intended to simplify these prescriptions to year around
surface flowing waters to match the common person’s understanding of “perennial”. SFLOs are willing
to protect all the perennial (year around) surface flowing water, including water not currently protected
by rule, so respectfully ask the FPB for this simplification within a Template format. We submit that it
will increase the credibility and SFLO buy-in important to long term support for understandable
protections within our community.
During Stage I of this dispute, there were some real glimpses of the collaborative spirit that founded
Forests and Fish, and the Adaptive Management Program – particularly, but not exclusively from the
Eastside Tribal caucus, and the County Caucus. In view of the current Np rule making process and a
genuine desire to find meaningful compromise, two alternate Np proposals for SFLOs were discussed: a
30’ fixed full-length buffer, and a 50’ manageable full-length Np buffer. Neither are needed to meet the
AP Approval Standard relative to current rules, but in view of likely changes ahead WFFA could support
either of these brainstorming proposals. The possibility that the Np buffer prescription and the Fish
buffer on smaller streams are the same widths presents some attractive simplification benefits to SFLOs.
It’s conceivable that we would only have to look at the BFW of surface flowing water to establish our
buffer widths – a situation where the break points between Fish and Non-fish become moot for SFLOs
utilizing templates for these specific site conditions.
Conclusion/Recommendation:
We find the 25’ full length Np proposal exceeds the AP Approval Standard requirements, and
additionally meets the “net gains” recommendations from the State Auditor’s Office that the FPB is in
the process of adopting. We don’t find a credible reason relative to current rules to limit the harvest
unit acres, or the stream reach based on today’s rules and AP Approval Standard. We do recognize
future Np rule changes could quickly affect a template prescription made now. We don’t find a credible
reason to delay deciding on a Np Template prescription for SFLOs. We do find credible reasons to
expedite this decision, including tangible benefits sooner to public resources, and intangible benefits to
SFLO stakeholders who have felt ignored/unimportant.
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We recommend the FPB approve a template buffer width of 30’ fixed full length for all Np Waters for
Small Forest Landowners. We further recommend the FPB direct:
•
•

DNR to add this template prescription to BM21 as quickly as possible so it can be used while
further management options are under review, and
Policy to make recommendations regarding a potential change to a 50’ managed Np template
prescription and/or other potential changes resulting from subsequent Np rule making decisions
by no later than a year after this approval. Any such future Np management options should
focus on user friendly outcome-based low impact prescriptions intended to facilitate long term
Desired Future Condition/Outcome. User friendly options should consider simplification options
such as eliminating (for SFLOs) “intermittent dry portions”, and the potential of using the same
buffer width prescription for smaller Fish stream and Np Waters.

ADDITIONAL TEMPLATE CRITERIA
Size, Impact, and Eligibility
1. As developed, the WFFA Alternate Plan Template prescription proposal was viewed as a more userfriendly approach to alternate plans for SFLO. The scientific analysis was included with the
understanding that we must protect public resources consistent with the AP Approval Standard that
ensures “. . . equal in overall effectiveness to the protection provided in the act (RCWs) and rules
(WACs)”.
2. SFLO harvest units are typically small and dispersed, which is a site-specific condition with inherently
lower impact.
3. It’s also important to acknowledge the consensus findings of all those signatories to the 1987 TFW
Agreement that lead to the 1999 Forests and Fish legislation – most of whom are still represented in
Policy, and on this FPB. Their consensus findings at that time on the current question about
potential impacts were: “In the area of timber harvesting impacts, the small landowners by
definition are not a significant factor because their ownerships are dispersed and their cutting
patterns are largely random.“ (page 33) These findings led to our SFLOs trusting that our “alternate
management plans or alternate harvest restrictions” would be easily forthcoming after Forests and
Fish passage without the torturous path to this point, especially the last 7.5 years. SFLO harvests are
still “smaller” and “relatively low impact”; or “not a significant factor” regarding “harvesting
impacts” as stated in founding documents that led to Forests and Fish. Only the people within the
AMP have changed. SFLOs are still small, low impact harvesters whose continued presence and
desire to maintain lowland forests is important to the future of our state’s forest lands.
4. The 1987 TFW Agreement participants weren’t concerned about cumulative effects of SFLO
harvests. Another prior template effort (see pages 11-12 of elements) includes a lengthy statistical
discussion of “Potential Cumulative Effects” that would fit today’s buffer width discussions. Most
importantly the science reviews plus stream reach limits now recommended preclude any
cumulative impacts at all.
5. Neither the Scientific Justification included in the 2015 WFFA proposal, nor the Cramer Fish
Sciences/Teply outside review considered the relatively “smaller harvest units” referenced within
the RCW/WAC. Failure to consider the small size and dispersed nature of typical SFLO harvests was
pointed out by the Independent Science Peer Review (ISPR) processes administered by the
University of Washington. The ISPR review concluded that the review by Cramer Fish Sciences “. . .
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6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

was technically sound and unbiased.” A summary of all three review findings and references are
attached as Appendix B. Had the inherent smallness of typical SFLO harvests been considered we
are confident the “relative effectiveness” tables would have shown even less risk than presumed in
the relative effectiveness tables provided by the scientists. Regardless, WFFA supports some
harvest size/reach limits not in their original proposal to further insure “smaller harvest units”
consistent with legislative intent, thereby ensuring little to no additional resource risks relative to
current rule prescriptions.
“Template” forms of Alternate Plans are not available to industry. Templates for SFLOs only are
intended (WAC 222-12-0403 (3)) to “simplify” and include “low impact situations” and “site-specific
physical features” (such as stream width). Managed and unmanaged buffer widths ultimately
accepted in a template are presumed to be approvable on most individual Forest Practices
Applications (FPA) while still meeting the AP review/approval standard of “equal in overall
effectiveness to the protection provided in the act and rules”.
Consistent with the RCW, all SFLOs are eligible to apply to use a template. However, some site
conditions may not be as suitable for these template prescriptions, therefore user-friendly/simple
screening processes to manage SFLO expectations and reduce ID Team workload would need to be
developed.
Although “RMZ” and “Buffer Widths” terms are/have been used interchangeably, changes to rule
defined RMZs are not contemplated by these proposals.
During this extended process, the FPB informally asked Policy to review past template efforts in
hopes of finding alternate/interim pathways. These meetings developed a partial list of
background information or key "elements" that should be considered for any eventual template. A
subsequent “experimental” work group reached general agreement on tentative Desired Future
Condition (DFC) management options but failed to agree on the buffer widths. Once Template
buffer widths for SFLOs are determined by the FPB, it is the SFLO Caucus expectation that TFW
Policy will revisit the Proposal Initiation and the “experimental” workgroup draft prescriptions with
an eye towards finalizing simple, outcome-based recommendations to the FPB. These
recommendations will focus on enhancing/expediting/protecting long term Desired Future
“Outcomes”.
The full Alternate Plan Approval Standard from WAC 222-12-040(2) states: “Approval standard. An
alternate plan must provide protection for public resources at least equal in overall effectiveness to
the protection provided in the act and rules.” This AP Approval Standard does not say equal
protection to the existing rule prescriptions. It’s words and intent allow/require some consideration
for “overall effectiveness” where smaller buffers combined with smaller harvest units can still
provide similar/same effectiveness. The inclusion of “act and rules” (RCW and WACs) clearly
conveys some special regulatory intent for SFLOs, along with protection of public resources. We
believe the RCW/WAC intent, including within this Approval Standard, was to consider/allow some
sort of special regulatory consideration for SFLOs “smaller harvest units” where they can be
determined to be “relatively low impact”, but to do so with minimal impact on RMZ functionality. In
fact, we are reminded in another dispute that the original intent behind Board Manual 21 was
exclusively for SFLOs. The RCW/WAC regulatory intentions regarding SFLO can be found in the AC
handbook , Mark Hicks memo , additional citations within the 2015 WFFA proposal, and Appendix C.
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AMP PROCESS RECOMMENDATIONS
11. Adaptive Management Program issues (i.e. why it took so long). Though All stakeholders in Policy
and the FPB were involved in the consensus decision to review the science behind these buffer
proposals by independent outside scientists rather than using CMER and all stakeholders had
significant input managing this independent review process and the ISPR review process, when
results were finalized, some claimed there was a process foul by not involving CMER. In the spirit of
TFW collaboration WFFA sponsored a consensus effort to have CMER review the results using the
standard questions approach for outside science. This process took a year longer than expected and
still ended in failure, therefore it is not includable as part of the AMP science review process record.
If FPB members do open these files they will find: a “Notice to Discontinue . . .”; one report that
responded to the Policy questions; one report focusing on science confidence issues primarily on the
original science review rather than the AMP sanctioned and ISPR reviewed Cramer/Teply report; and
one stakeholder group’s complaint about being denied an opportunity for required Stage 2 Dispute
Resolution processes. Again, to be collaborative, WFFA offered a motion to clarify/fix issues
apparent in Policy’s direction to CMER. We ultimately abandoned the resulting Policy dispute
because most caucuses felt it was futile and that CMER would still not be able to resolve their issues
objectively.
12. Recommendations for improving the Dispute Resolution Process: We see a need to use the Dispute
Resolution process more frequently to resolve issues before they become entrenched. Several
elements of note include ensuring there are no delays between Stage I and 2, ensuring there are no
extensions without consensus, acceptance of outcomes if you do not participate, and developing a
better way to incorporate/review outside science.
13. The 7-8 year process it’s taken to get only a portion of the WFFA proposal back to the FPB reflects
poorly on the AMP. The inconsistent administration of the process by the three different Adaptive
Management Program administrators (AMPA) over the past 7+ years resulted in a series of repeated
processes, none of which effectively advanced the PI in any meaningful way. The Dispute Resolution
process has either not been followed (#11 above) or used too infrequently where stalemate seems
the preferred option. The PI process itself appears to require some clarification. Some understand
the RCW/WAC to say that the PI process is available for everything from an idea for a CMER or Policy
project, to review of an independent study proposal or a completed independent study relevant to
the AMP. Others believe it can only be used for an idea for a project to be evaluated, and if
accepted, developed/implemented by the AMP. It would appear that some would prefer the PI
process not be available to landowners, and at other times an idea can be proposed for rulemaking
without even entering the process (e.g. current Anadromous Fish Floor (AFF) discussions).

COMMITMENTS TO CORE TFW PRINCIPLES
14. The AMP intends to adapt based on objective science within our existing legal framework. It
depends in large part on collaborative processes. WFFA and our constituents were buoyed by the
FPBs very encouraging 2003 report to the legislature that contains commitments for a list of
template prescriptions that never materialized. Many SFLO feel betrayed by two decades of
processes that seem to only stymy the legislative intent of Forests and Fish. Seven plus years and
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counting for the AMP to review what was described in 2015 as the “most complete Proposal
Initiation ever submitted to the FPB” seems disrespectful to landowners. This process has led many
SFLO to believe this process is a one-way street where taking more trees from landowners is the
goal, not objectively following the science in even handed ways. While many SFLOs believe this is a
futile effort, WFFA leadership still believes in the promises/goals of Forests and Fish, and despite
such an arduous path believes the FPB will ultimately make decisions that will restore lost trust by
our constituents.
15. All the SFLO’s WFFA represents truly believe in the need to protect public resources (especially
salmon) on lands in their care. Simplicity equals greater SFLO buy-in and compliance. Adopting
these template buffer widths will reduce the applications for the Forest Riparian Easement Program
(FREP) and likely make more funding available for the Family Forest Fish Passage Program. Many of
the FREP payments could have been avoided with an approved Alternate Plan (a process helped
with a more user-friendly template). SFLOs expect to do our part, and likewise expect the FPB to
honor the 1999 legislative regulatory promises made to us. We want our heirs to continue our
passion of tree farming. Feeling respected, appreciated, and considered a full partner in the longterm environmental solutions we face together will have an impact on the choices our heirs make.
16. Finally, we have observed a systematic bias in the program wherein it is presumed that the current
rules are insufficient, and efforts to expand the rules should be the only focus of the AMP. These
issues need to get resolved or the PI process will never function effectively, and we will continue to
have ongoing conflict such as we have experienced these past 7.5 years over a relatively simple
request to change the board manual to incorporate template prescriptions that are both equal in
overall effectiveness and relatively low impact.

CONCLUSIONS
In 2015 the WFFA presented a solid science and RCW/WAC based proposal. Our final recommendations
are science based and site-specific, with equivalent (or better) functional effectiveness than the rules.
The Fish buffer widths we recommend to the FPB are additionally supported by prior approved SFLO
Alternate Plans and multi-caucus field reviews of similar SFLO AP buffer widths. The recommendations
clearly fit within the intentions of TFW Agreement, Forests and Fish, and the WAC intentions for SFLO
Alternate Plans/Templates. We are confident that potential impacts, if any, will be small and/or
temporary. Higher risk situations can be adjusted for within the AP/ID Team approval processes.
We truly believe it’s in the best interests of Forests and Fish and the AMP to approve the WFFA
recommendations for SFLO Template buffer widths of: 75’ for large streams: 50’ for smaller streams;
and 30’ fixed full length for Np streams (with summer water). An affirmative decision will resolve a
multi-year deadlock within TFW Policy. We also think the guidance offered in draft motions for
subsequent management options is needed and will finalize that part of the 2015 WFFA Low Impact
Template Proposal. The FPB has all the information needed to say Yes. We feel it is well past time for the
Forest Practice Board to resolve 22 years of conflict and embrace the legislative intent that granted
small forest landowners “…alternate harvest restrictions on smaller harvest units that may have a
relatively low impact on aquatic resources.” consistent with RCW and WAC requirements.
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Appendix A: Draft Template Simplified
First determine Bank Full Width and Stream Type (S/F or Np), then select the stream appropriate
prescription A, B, C, or D below.
A. If “Fish” and BFW 15’+: flag line at 75’ BFW and treat outside as “upland” and inside as “no-cut”.
More complex/aggressive options:
o Thin to 57 best TPA in the area between 50-75’ of BFW - save biggest conifer every 28’ of stream
reach – no stream reach limit
o If hardwoods dominant and conifer site, can clear-cut all non-conifer to within 50’ BFW (500’ max
segments or 40% limit if multiple segments).

o Subject to special DNR approval, may get ok to harvest few single tree/group selection
anywhere within the 75’ line.

o Redraw this 75’ line to a variable width line that averages 75’ (min/max? TBA)
B. If “Fish” and BFW 5’ or more and less than 15’: flag line at 50’ BFW and treat outside as “upland”
and inside as “no-cut”. More complex/aggressive options:
o Thin to 100 best TPA in area between 25-50’ BFW - save biggest conifer every 21’ of stream
reach
o If hardwoods dominant and conifer site, can clear-cut all non-conifer to within 25’ BFW (500’
max segments or 50% limit if multiple segments)
o If believe stream deficient in nutrients/too much shade and want to improve fish “productivity”,
can thin (to best 57 TPA) to BFW in stream segments not to exceed 150’, multiple segments
separated by 150’ forested areas, not more than 50% of stream reach if more than one
segment.
o Subject to special DNR approval, may get ok to harvest few single tree/group selection
anywhere within the 50’ line.
o Redraw this 50’ line to a variable width line that averages 50’ (min/max? TBA)
C. If “Fish” and BFW less than 5’: flag line at 25’ BFW and treat outside as “upland” and inside as “nocut”.
More complex/aggressive option:
o Subject to special DNR approval, may get ok to harvest few single tree/group selection
anywhere within the 25’ line.
D. If Non-Fish/Perennial Water (Np) for all BFWs: flag line at 25’ BFW and treat outside as “upland”
and inside as “no-cut”. More complex/aggressive option:
o Remove larger trees (thin from above), EXCEPT cannot thin first 300’ above TYPE F junction if
BFW >5’.
o Clear-cut all timber to BFW along the intermittent dry portions of the Np channel and where
there is no defined channel connecting to TYPE F
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Appendix B: Science Comparison from July 31, 2019

The Washington Farm Forestry Association Western
Washington Alternate Plan Template
A Summary Comparison of adaptive management program
science findings
Prepared by:
Washington Farm Forestry Association
• Ken Miller, Co-representative, TFW Policy
• Steve Barnowe-Meyer, Co-representative, TFW Policy
• Dr. Elaine Oneil, Executive Director
Date: July 31, 2019
The Washington Farm Forestry Association (WFFA) Alternate Plan Template (hereafter Westside
template) proposal initiation document and supporting scientific justification was submitted to the
Forest Practices Board on February 10, 2015. At that meeting, the Forest Practices Board recommended
acceptance of the proposal as submitted with explicit instruction that it be evaluated by the Adaptive
Management Program (AMP). That evaluation was to include both an evaluation of the science and an
evaluation by the AMP Policy Committee. After significant delays, we are happy to report that the
scientific review has been completed. That evaluation included an external scientific assessment of the
WFFA scientific justification, and an additional independent scientific review by external scientists at the
University of Washington using the Independent Scientific Panel Review (ISPR). The external scientific
assessment was awarded to Cramer Fish Sciences with Mark Teply, M.S., completing the work for that
consulting firm. That assessment was conducted through a contract from the Department of Natural
Resources. The additional ISPR process evaluated the work conducted by Mark Teply, M.S., at Cramer
Fish Sciences, thus completing a review of a review of the WFFA ‘best available science’ justification. In
total, 7 PhD’s and a Riparian Scientist (MS) (see page 26 for a full listing), have developed and/or
evaluated the best available science included in the WFFA Westside template using 117 unique scientific
papers (see page 27 for a full listing) that span the breadth of available science on the subject . With
this level of scrutiny, we can be confident that the likely impact to public resources when implementing
prescriptions from the Westside template would fall within the values as shown in the summary tables
included in this document.
The WFFA Template Proposal - Scientific Justification used Washington Department of Ecology Models
to compare the relative effectiveness of the Westside template proposal to the Forest Practice Rules
with summary results shown in Table 2. The Cramer Fish Sciences/Mark Teply Consulting’s ISPRreviewed “Small Forest Landowner Alternate Plan Template Review, April 28, 2019” used different
approaches to conduct the same analysis and came up with relative effectiveness parameters as shown
in Table 3. With relatively minor differences, both science reviews reached essentially the same
conclusions regarding the relative effectiveness of the proposal as shown in Table 1. We assert that
details provided herein provide a solid basis for discussing a key element of the Alternate Plan Approval
Standard: namely the degree to which the Westside template proposal is “equal in overall
effectiveness” from the perspective of best available science.
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Table 1: A comparison of “equal in overall effectiveness” from Martin (Westside Template Proposal) and
Teply (Cramer Fish Sciences review of Westside template proposal) (bold are likely significant
differences in overall effectiveness). As the original tables from Martin and Teply are ordered differently,
LWD and Shade values for each table are highlighted with unique color codes. Differences are AlternateFPR prescription.
Relative Effectiveness of WFFA Proposal vs Forest Practice Rules
Proposal vs rule differences found by Martin (Table 3) and
Cramer Fish/Teply (Table 8)
Prescription

Stre
am
Type

BF
W

RMZ

Potential LWD
CHANGE
Martin
Teply

Potential Shade
CHANGE
Martin
Teply

(A)

Fish

75' no cut

+/- 2%

+/- 2%

Fish

75' Thin
outer 25'

-1%

-1%

0 to +
6%
No
change

+/- 5%

7
(A part
thin)

>
15'
>
15'

2

(B)

Fish

50' no cut

up to -6%

-2 to 6%

Fish

50' thin
outer 25'

up to -6%

up to -6%

up to 6%
+1%

up to -8%

8 (B part
thin)

515'
515'

3

Fish

< 5'

25' no cut

up to -22%

up to -18 to
22%

up to 5%

up to -5 to
13%

Np

> 5'

25' full
length
1st 300' NC:

up to -16%

up to -16%

-5%

Above 300'
thin:

more than
+19%

up to +19%

No
change
+43%

up to -72%

up to -72%

-53%

-5%

more than
+19%

up to +19%

up to 16%

+85%

No.
(Simplified)
1

(C)

4 (D 1st
bullet)

5 (D 1st
bullet)

Np

< 5'

25' full
length
Thin 1st
300':
Thin above
300':

-5% to 0%

up to -5 to
8%

+85%

Footnote: Differences among riparian function estimates of less than 15% are within the range of
measurement error of the various resource data. Further, when evaluating tradeoffs, consideration
needs to be given to what can be estimated versus what is biologically meaningful.
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WFFA Alternate Plan Template Proposal – Science Justification for Equal in Overall Effectiveness (Martin - Table 3)
Table 2: Comparison of riparian function potential between proposed and Forest Practices Rule (FPR) prescriptions. In FPR type F streams,
function effectiveness is evaluated for both the “no inner zone” and “thin from below” options for Site Class 3, respectively. See Table 2 caption
for description of prescription codes. (Martin).

Sed.

Long.
Cont.

BFW
(ft)

Prescript.

F

>15

75

2

F

5-15

50

50/nc

> 94% > 91%

H

H L

Y

<10
<10

93/nc
50/nc, 93/hth

3

F

<5

25

25/nc

> 95% > 75%

H

H L

Y

<10
<10

25

25x300/nc
25/tha

> 94% > 75%
43%a > 19%b

H
H

H L
H H

Y
Y

43%

> 19%

H

H H

>0

slash

M

L M

H

H L

Y

LW

FPR Prescriptions
>10
max > 98%
105/nc
>10 50/nc, 105/hth > 94% > 94%
c

Sed.

Long.
Cont.

H
H

H L
H L

Y
Y

max > 97%
> 94% > 93%

H
H

H L
H L

Y
Y

93/nc
50/nc, 93/hth

max > 97%
> 96% > 93%

H
H

H L
H L

Y
Y

NA

50x50%/nc
50%/cc

> 94% > 91%
>0
slash

H
M

H L
L M

Y
N

Y

NA

50x50%/nc
50%/cc

> 96% > 91%
d
59%
slash

H
M

H L
L M

Y
N

N

NA

30/elz

slash

M

L M

N

H L

Y

FPR Prescriptions
50/nc,
105/hth
>10
> 94% > 94%

H

H L

Y

8
F
5-15 50 25/nc, 50/mth > 95% > 87% H H L
Shade in upper portion of Np reach based on cms stands (i.e., 25% density)

Y

<10

H

H L

Y

Np

>5 ft

a

5

Np

<5 ft

25

25/tha

6

Ns

NA

0

30/elz

>15

Thinning Prescription
75 50/nc, 75/hth > 94% > 93%

F

H

50/nc, 93/hth

Assume 75% supply potential for a 25-ft buffer which is reduced by 25% stand density (i.e., 0.25 x 0.75 = 0.19)
Top and bottom cell Rx's are no-inner-zone-harvest and thin-from-below, respectively
d
Base on mean canopy cover for headwater streams with slash (see Appendix A).
c

Shade

Invert

LW

Litter

Shade

1

7

b

Prescript.

Standard Prescription
75/nc
max > 96%

4

a

BFW RMZ
(ft) (ft)

Invert

Prescription Stream
Type
No.

Riparian function potential

Litter

Riparian function potential

>0

> 94% > 93%

Results from ISPR reviewed Small Forest Landowner Alternate Plan Template Review April 28, 2019 (Teply/Cramer Fish Sciences) (Teply - Table 8)
Table 3: Comparison of riparian function potential predicted from WFFA template prescriptions to Forest Practices rule prescriptions based on
findings of the independent function evaluations in the Review section. See “WFFA Template Proposal – Scientific Justification” for a complete
explanation of WFFA and Forest Practices rules prescriptions.
Rx
No.

Stream
Type

LWD

WFFA Riparian Function
SHD
LIT1
SED2

1

F

<96%

95%

a

b

a

2

F

<91%

90%

a

c

a

3

F

<75%

85%

b

d

b

4

Np

<75%
/<19%

85% /
85%

b

d

b

5

Np

<19%

85%

b

d

b

6

Ns

>0%

c

e

c

7

F

<93%

a

b/c

a

<94%

8

F

<87%

>0%
90% /
95%
85% /
90%

<94% <98%
<93% <97%
<93% <97%
<91%
/ 0%
<91%
/ 0%
>0%

a/b

c/d

a/b

<93%
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LWD

FPR Riparian Function
SHD
LIT1
SED2

90% 100%

a

90% -98%

a

90% -98%

a

90%
/ 0%
90%
/ 0%
>0%
90% /
100%
90% /
98%
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aa/c
bb/c
bb/c

SB3
a
a
a

a/c

c/e

a/c

a/c

c/e

a/c

c

e

c

a

a/c

a

a

b/c

a

Notes:
1- Leaf and litterfall:
a. would likely be greater than or equal to that from unharvested stands
b. has not been observed for buffers smaller than 10 m
c. would be measurable, but less than that from 10 m buffers
2- Sediment:
a. filtration would generally be 80 percent and delivery would likely be zero
b. filtration would generally be less than 80 percent and delivery would likely be zero
c. filtration would be less than that from a 75-ft buffer and the buffer would likely have
very low soil disturbance
d. filtration or delivery effectiveness has not been observed for 25-ft buffers
e. filtration would be less than that provided by a 25-ft buffer and delivery would be
significantly greater than that from buffered treatments
3- Streambank stability:
a. is likely protected with fixed-width buffers 50 feet and wider
b. has not been observed with use of 25-ft fixed-width buffers
c. would likely have no protection as deep-penetrating roots decay
Authors, participants, and references used in the science review process
Template Authors:
1. Richard Miller, PhD, retired USFS soil scientist and small forest landowner.
2. Elaine Oneil, PhD, Executive Director, Washington Farm Forestry Association.
Template Supporting Scientific Assessment:
3. Douglas Martin, PhD
Dr. Martin is the Principal of Martin Environmental as well as an Affiliate Professor at the
School of Environmental and Forest Sciences, University of Washington and a graduate
student advisor at both Portland State and Michigan State Universities. As well as working
in various capacities within Washington’s Adaptive Management Program over the past 2
decades, Dr. Martin also serves as a co-principal investigator of a science-based, landscape
scale, community forest approach to watershed planning for rural communities of
Southeast Alaska with the overall goal to achieve a measurable and sustainable balance of
timber, salmon and deer production, local economic diversification and improved
watershed health. In this role Dr Martin works in collaboration with Sealaska Corporation,
Hoonah Indian Association, Tongass National Forest, Alaska Department Fish and Game,
and The Nature Conservancy.
DNR Contracted Reviewer of the Template for the TFW Policy Adaptive Management Program:
4. Cramer Fish Sciences with review led by Mark Teply, M.S.
Mr. Teply has extensive experience in modeling forest riparian conditions including serving
as the riparian Scientist, for the Upper Klamath River Basin Riparian Flow Assessment, as a
TWIG member for the Eastside Type N Riparian Effectiveness Monitoring Project, and as
lead scientist for a number of DNR projects including the Hardwood Conversion Study
Report and the Eastside Modeling Effectiveness Project, the Idaho streamside management
rule revision, the Oregon riparian forest practices rule revision, and the I-5 Corridor

Reinforcement Project for the Bonneville Power Administration. Prior to working with
Cramer Fish Sciences Mr. Teply was the research manager for DNR’s Olympic Experimental
State Forest. Mr. Teply worked at Cramer Fish Sciences while doing this review for the
Dept. of Natural Resources, however the post ISPR review final document was published by
Mark Teply Consulting.
Independent Science Peer Review Associate Editor and Reviewers:
5. Dr. Derek Booth - Associate Editor for Independent Scientific Peer Review Committee and
Affiliate Professor, Dept. of Earth and Space Science, University of Washington
6. Through the Independent Scientific Peer Review Committee (ISPR) of the University of
Washington, a peer review was conducted of the Cramer Fish Sciences’ Small Forest Landowner
Alternate Plan Template Review (dated September 30, 2018). Three peer reviewers were
chosen by ISPR to conduct the peer review. This was a ‘blind’ peer review where only Dr. Derek
Booth knows the reviewer’s identity. Dr Booth shared in the ISPR report:
“The three reviewers bring a diversity of technical and professional backgrounds, with all
having extensive experience in Pacific Northwest forestry issues. Both R1 and R2 are or
have been university professors; R2 and R3 both have served in public or tribal resource
agencies; and all have extensive private consulting experience. R1 has a particular focus on
statistical methods and analyses; R2 is an extensively published forest hydrologist with
long-standing research interests in stream buffers and stream temperature; R3 is an aquatic
ecologist with many decades of Pacific Northwest experience in forest management issues
from both technical and policy perspectives.”
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Appendix C: Relevant Resource Protection Board Rules in WAC for Alternate Plans
Related to Special Consideration to SFLOs
WAC 222-12-040 Alternate plans – Policy
• “. . . used as a tool to deal with a variety of situations, including where the cumulative
impacts of regulations disproportionately impact a landowner.” (i.e. SBEIS finding of
disproportionate impact on SFLOs of Forests and Fish)
• “The legislature has found in RCW 76.13.100(2) that small forest landowners should also
have the option of alternate management plans or alternate harvest restrictions on
smaller harvest units that may have a relatively low impact on aquatic resources.”
• “These alternate plans are intended to provide flexibility to small forest landowners
that will still provide protection of riparian functions based on specific field conditions or
stream conditions on the landowner’s property.” (i.e. size of harvest, stream reach
length, stream size)
WAC 222-12-0401 Alternate plans – Process
• “Small forest landowners may wish to seek the assistance of the small forest landowner
office.”
• “The interdisciplinary team may submit a recommendation without a site visit if a small
forest landowner submitted the alternate plan using a template contained in board
manual section 21 and is a low impact alternate plan and the team determines a visit is
not necessary to evaluate the site specific application of a template or a low impact
alternate plan.” (I.e. clear Board intent to allow “low impact”, not “no” impact)
• “Approval standard: An alternate plan must provide protection for public resources at
least equal in overall effectiveness to the protection provided in the act (RCWs) and
rules (WACs).” (i.e. these Board approved WAC excerpts (“rules”) in this paper related
to SFLOs are necessarily allowed/required in this AP Approval Standard’s resource
protections – ditto for the referenced RCWs (“act”)).
WAC 222-12-0402 Assistance available for small forest landowners
• “The legislature has directed that office (small forest landowner office) to assist small
forest landowners in preparing alternate plans appropriate to small forest
landowners. See RCW 76.13.100 and 76.13.110(3)”
• “The office may provide . . . . . facilitation of small forest landowner interactions with
the department, other state agencies, federal agencies, affected Indian tribes and the
interdisciplinary team that may review the small forest landowner’s alternate plan.”
(In other words SFL Office is supposed to advocate for SFLO APs, even within DNR.)
WAC 222-12-0403 – Cooperative development of guidelines for alternate plans. (Note: this
entire WAC seems intended to benefit mostly/entirely SFLOs)
• “The manual (BM 21) should include: (1) As required by RCW 76.13.110 (3), the small
forest landowner office recommendation for alternate plans or alternate harvest
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•
•
•

restrictions that meet riparian functions while generally requiring less costly regulatory
prescriptions;”
“Template prescriptions . . .”
“Appropriate recognition or credit for improving the condition of public resources;”
“Criteria to assist the department in determining whether a small forest landowner
alternate plan qualifies as a low impact alternate plan.” (this WAC (“rule”) was the
focus of the SFLO Advisory Committee’s July 2020 consensus recommendation to DNR)

WAC 222-12-0404 – Cooperation for effective alternate planning.
• “the department will consider: (1) Successful alternate plans, and small forest
landowner alternate management strategies that can be used by other small forest
landowners . . . .”
(bold, underlining, or highlighting text added to WAC language for emphasis)
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Appendix D: Eligibility Criteria – August 18, 2018

Small Forest Landowner Westside Template Proposal Policy track eligibility
pursuant to the requirements of WAC 222-12-0403 and the Legislative intent of
RCW 76.09.368
Submitted August 18, 2018 by Ken Miller and Steve Barnowe-Meyer, Small Forest Landowner Corepresentatives, TFW Policy
The Small Forest Land Owner (SFLO) Template Proposal (hereafter SFLO Template) is intended to meet
the 1999 Legislative intent of RCW 76.09.368 which in part reads:
“The legislature intends that small forest landowners have access to alternate plan processes or
alternate harvest restrictions, or both if necessary, that meet the public resource protection standard set
forth in RCW 76.09.370(3), but which also lowers the overall cost of regulation to small forest
landowners including, but not limited to, timber value forgone, layout costs, and operating costs.”
In support of the Legislative intent we provide herein multiple eligibility assessments of our SFLO
Template relative to the pertinent language of WAC 222-12-0403 (3):
“Template prescriptions designed to meet resource objectives to address common situations that are
repeatedly addressed in alternate plans or strategies to simplify the development of future plans or
strategies, including low impact situations and site-specific physical features;”
Although the SFLO Template was initiated for the Science track, we posit that it also meets the Policy
track requirements based on DNR data on Alternate Plans (AP) which were used as received – i.e.
without correcting apparent errors on a few of the data points:
Data supplied by DNR for previously approved SFLO alternate plans indicate:
There have been well over 200 approved AP with a wide range of RMZ management prescriptions,
activity in close proximity to BFW, and often along relatively long stream reaches with potential impacts
on RMZ functions.
Summarizing these AP Forest Practices Applications (FPA) generates the following metrics:
“No Cut Buffers” averaged 44.7’ with a range of 0’ to 146’ (likely error?) on 221 data points - somewhat
comparable to the likely average SFLO Template metrics.
Length of RMZ affected (one or both sides) averaged 899.5’ with a range of 50’ (likely error?) to 6,000’
on 218 data points.
Regardless of the specific reason for these individual alternate plans, the RMZ functions associated with
the prescriptions met the Alternate Plan Approval Standard in either the short or long term and were
approved by DNR. In most, if not all, cases they included the concurrence of Inter-Disciplinary (ID) team
members.
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Data collected for this assessment cover all SFLO western Washington AP that were not templates.
Some AP had missing data, but all AP with data for BFW, no cut buffers, and length of RMZ were
included in our summary statistics below. There are additional data in the comments that can be used
for more exploratory analysis. It appears there are some errors in the data (e.g. conflicting information
in comments vs data columns) but our review suggests that they are not likely significant to averages
due to compensating errors. Parsing these data by BFW (TYPE F and Np combined) show that for:
Less than 5’ BFW:
“No Cut Buffers” averaged 43.6’ with a range of 0’ to 113’ with 71 data points.
Length of RMZ affected (one or both sides) averaged 718’ with a range of 85’ to 2640’ with 67 data
points.
5’ to 15’ BFW:
“No Cut Buffers” averaged 41.8’ with a range of 0’ to 146’ (likely an error as the activity column indicates
this data point is actually 30’). We found 92 data points.
Length of RMZ affected (one or both sides) averaged 946’ with a range of 50’ (error??) to 3,400’. We
found 93 data points.
Greater than 15’ BFW:
“No Cut Buffers” averaged 50.7’ with a range of 0’ to 145’ (likely an error as the activity column indicates
this data point is actually 25’). We found 54 data points.
Length of RMZ affected (one or both sides) averaged 1,033’ with a range of 200’ to 6,000’. We found 58
data points.
Np Streams (12 data points pulled out of above data)
“No Cut Buffers” averaged 28.3’.
Length of Stream Reach affected (one or both sides) averaged 605’.
Weighted “No Cut Buffers” averaged 25.5’

The primary purpose/goal of the Forest and Fish regulations and Alternate Plan Guidance is to maintain
RMZ functions consistent with the four goals of Forest and Fish. The only known review of prior
approved SFLO AP was Galleher (2008) (submitted with this supporting document). This after harvest
review was conducted by an ID Team that provided very detailed metrics (again similar in many ways to
the SFLO Template) along with a consensus report card on how well the Functions were being protected
after harvest:
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The average Bank Full Width “no cut” buffer on 21 stream segments was 50’, which is similar to all SFLO
APs of 44.7’ (above).
Average Stream Reach (including several 2-sided harvests) approved was 1,128’, although the actual
harvested average reach was 947’ which is similar to the average for all 218 stream segments of 899’
when looking at all SFLO AP.
Most importantly, are the ID Team consensus score summaries regarding how well the Functions were
actually protected as required in Board Manual Guidance for Alternate Plans (Figure 1: Panels 1-6)
Figure 1: Hardwood Conversion Field Assessment Qualitative Score Frequencies
(from Galleher 2008)
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This field study did uncover some significant reforestation follow-up issues (Figure 1, Panel 1 (upper
left)) that can/will be addressed in the SFLO Template. Note the two functions most related to buffer
width requirements (shade and LWD [existing and potential]) scored very well confirming “relatively low
impact” as required in RCW and WAC for SFLOs.
The WAC language for template eligibility on the Policy track is not limited to why or what was in prior
approved Alternate Plans. This WAC also includes “or strategies to simplify the development of future
plans or strategies, including low impact situations and site-specific physical features;”
Eliminating the requirement for Site Class and multiple zones within the various Site Classes is intended
to “simplify the development of future plans or strategies” as intended by RCW 76.09.368 which in part
says: “ . . .(3), but which also lowers the overall cost of regulation to small forest landowners including,
but not limited to, timber value forgone, layout costs, and operating costs.”
SFLOs are presumed to have lower impacts due to SFLOs generally “smaller harvests” and SFLOs
relatively low percentage ownership of Type F stream reaches (18% according to the Washington State
Forestland Database). From a Policy track standpoint the Legislative intent of RCW 76.09.368 (cited
above) reaffirmed their clearly intended deference to SFLOs in RCW 76.13.100 (2) partial: The legislature
further finds that small forest landowners should have the option of alternate management plans or
alternate harvest restrictions on smaller harvest units that may have a relatively low impact on aquatic
resources.” Additionally:
In the absence of actual “criteria” for “low impact” determinations as required in WAC 222-12-0403 (5)
we are left to use our collective best professional judgement regarding the legislative intent of
“relatively low impact” – a balance that WFFA feels they have achieved with a template proposal
utilizing a blend of science and policy.
It’s also intuitive that the Legislature believed the harvest restrictions in the Exempt 20-Acre (WAC 22230-023) were “relatively low impact” otherwise they wouldn’t have exempted them from the full Forest
and Fish requirements. The SFLO Template was not modeled after the Exempt 20-Acre rules but
coincidentally has prescriptions that are similar in many ways. It is also pertinent to the low impact
criteria that:
DNR provided the Federal Services a 5/13/2004 supportive report: “Exempt 20-Acre Parcel Riparian
Management Zones: An assessment of Riparian Function” that was to be “incorporated into an
Environmental Impact Statement currently being developed to support the Forests and Fish Habitat
Conservation Plan” that was ultimately adopted.
The Federal Services acknowledged/accepted the Exempt 20-Acre prescriptions conditionally with the
caveat that these harvests may not necessarily meet the Clean Water Act, and required DNR to monitor
the use of this prescription by stream names to help monitor potential impacts.
The WFFA Template Proposal also meets this WAC eligibility requirement because it has very “sitespecific physical features” tying all prescriptions to three different categories of Bank Full Width
measurements, consistent with the RMZ function science as presented in our proposal [and supported
by common sense].
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The Adaptive Management Program and the Forest Practice Board approval of the only other two
templates confirm, and set precedent, that the WAC language for template eligibility was not intended
to restrict its use to only when there is a specific pattern of prior approved SFLO Alternate Plans.
Neither of these previously approved template options had a history of substantive similar prior
approved SFLO Alternate Plans.
The eligibility standards of WAC 222-12-0403 (3) are, we believe, intended to be a holistic interpretation
about eligibility, grounded in science and confirmed by practice. As such, eligibility is a separate
question than whether or not all the actual template metrics meet all the sometimes conflicting RCWs
and WACs which require a balance between competing requirements of science and policy.
Our proposal meets the Legislative intent, and the template eligibility test in a variety of ways: prior
alternate plans; simplification; site-specific physical features; and “relatively low impact” (Policy and
Science tracks). Early discussions by TFW Policy’s Template Sub-Committee confirmed that at least
some of the metrics in the WFFA Proposal met this WAC eligibility requirement, therefore the
administrative screening hurdle has been met. The remaining metrics will be informed by the science
reviews and further TFW Policy discussions. After nearly 4 years languishing in TFW Policy it is time to
sit down and work collaboratively on each other’s needs in search of consensus as intended by our
legislature, including multiple regulatory deferences to SFLOs due to a finding of disproportionate
impacts of Forest and Fish on SFLOs in the SBEIS submitted January 21, 2001.
While WFFA certainly has a responsibility to work collaboratively to address other stakeholder concerns,
denying eligibility for this SFLO Template clearly is not supported by the Legislative intent, WAC
language, or past practices.
Appendix A WAC 222-12-0403
*Cooperative development of guidelines for alternate plans.
The department will develop the section for alternate plans (WAC 222-12-090(21)) to submit to the
board in cooperation with representatives of the small forest landowner office and advisory committee,
the departments of ecology and fish and wildlife, United States Fish and Wildlife Service, National
Marine Fisheries Service, and affected Indian tribes.
The manual should include:
(1) As required by RCW 76.13.110(3), the small forest landowner office recommendations for alternate
plans or alternate harvest restrictions that meet riparian functions while generally requiring less costly
regulatory prescriptions;
(2) The effectiveness of strategies for meeting resource objectives and protecting public resources;
(3) Template prescriptions designed to meet resource objectives to address common situations that are
repeatedly addressed in alternate plans or strategies to simplify the development of future plans or
strategies, including low impact situations and site-specific physical features;
(4) Appropriate recognition or credit for improving the condition of public resources; and
(5) Criteria to assist the department in determining whether a small forest landowner alternate plan
qualifies as a low impact alternate plan.
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[Statutory Authority: Chapter 34.05 RCW, RCW 76.09.040, [76.09.]050, [76.09.]370, 76.13.120(9). WSR
01-12-042, § 222-12-0403, filed 5/30/01, effective 7/1/01.]
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